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Method and System for Pause Ads

Related Applications

This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) to both U.S. Provisional

Application No. 60/240,715, filed October 15, 2000, and entitled “Method and System

for Dynamic Ad Placement,” and U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/240,714, filed

October 15, 2000, and entitled “Method and System for Pause Ads,” both ofwhich are

incorporated by reference herein in their entirety.

Technical Field

The present invention relates generally to video data recorders and, more

specifically, to a method and system for determining and playing ads in video data

recorders.

Background of the Invention

Advertisers have long tried to make sure that the right people are watching their

advertisements. Television advertisers spend large amounts ofmoney trying to make

sure their advertisements (“ads”) are aired during television shows having the proper

demographics. Thus, television advertisers attempt to match the ad to the demographics

of the audience for particular television programs, purchasing advertising slots for those

television programs that they hope will attract the proper audience for their ads.

Unfortunately, there is no way for the advertisers to know in real time Whether people are

watching their ads or whether the ads are reaching the targeted demographic groups.

Similarly, there is no way for television advertisers to determine the viewing patterns of

individual viewers or to target ads to individual viewers since the same ads are broadcast

to everyone watching a particular program.
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Advertisers on the Internet have been targeting their ads for several years. An

Internet advertiser can currently register for an ad-serving service, which attempts to

distribute the advertiser’s ads to users who will be receptive to the ads. To View a web

page on the Internet, a user enters the URL of the web page or clicks on a link to the web

page. The web page itself is fetched fiom the appropriate web server, and an ad is

fetched from the ad service. The ad service attempts to determine which ad to send to the

user based on which web page the user has requested and on various other factors known

about the user (such as, for example, information about the user gleaned from cookies or

from user registration procedures). Because the ad service is located on the server side,

the ad service generally relies on one-size—fits-all rules to determine which ads to display

for a particular page request. Because the ad selection process is centrally located,

performance requirements often necessitate a simplification of the logic used to select an

ad.

In addition, an Internet ad service is “coupled” to the user request. An Internet ad

server bases the ad it serves, at least partly, on the URL of the requested web page. It is

also important to note that the Internet ad server needs to send an ad to the user as quickly

as possible, because the user is expecting to receive the requested web page (along with

any other third party content, such as ads) as soon as possible. The fact that the typical

Internet ad server is time—constrained makes it more difficult for the ad server to perform

elaborate methods to determine which ads to send. Overcoming this problem typically

requires the use ofvery high-end computers to serve the ads.

Ultimately, Internet ad serving solutions are request-based. That is, an ad is

served from the central server in response to a request. Because many requests are

fulfilled in parallel, ads for competing products may be served for each of the separate

requests. While in theory the server could track ads being served to each client and

eliminate the serving of two competing ads to the same client, the centralized ad serving

environment, with millions ofusers and with ad serving distributed over many actual

servers, makes this extremely difficult.
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Moreover, an Internet ad server needs to be in substantially constant

communication with the Intemet, since ad requests are received constantly. Such a

system was not designed to work in situations where the ad-receiving client is only

intermittently connected to the Internet.

What is needed is a way to deliver ads to receptive audiences where there is

ample time to determine who might be the best target for each particular ad and where the

decision is sensitive to the context in which the ad request was made. In addition, it is

desirable to be able to place ads extremely quickly for each individual user. Lastly, it is

. desirable to locate opportunities to insert additional ad content to the video playback.

Summary of the Invention

The described embodiments of the present invention display an ad or similar

video picture during a pause interval that occurs when the user places the video replay

device in a pause mode. The pause ad (or other video) can be a still or a moving picture.

One embodiment displays an advertisement (either a still or a moving picture). One

embodiment displays a user-selected ad or wallpaper design (such as family photos or

video movies). .

The process of determining which ad to display is called the ad selection process.

The described embodiments decouple the ad selection process from the request for ad

content. It should be understood that the invention can be employed in a variety of

devices, such as video data recorders and set-top boxes, where the device is not in

continuous communication with an initial ad source.

The context in which the described embodiment operates is an individual user’s
video replay system, although the invention is not intended to be limited to video replay
systems. In a Video replay system, a user selects program content by replaying

previously “taped” content from a hard drive or similar storage medium or by turning on
his television (or other content source) and selecting a program or show to watch. In the

latter case, the selected program content is received by the replay system; it is first stored

on the storage medium and then displayed on a display device such as a television set or

monitor. A dynamic ad placement engine of a preferred embodiment preferably operates

3
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Within the video replay system and needs to select ads only for a single video replay

system. The ad placement engine in a particular video replay system always selects ad

content for that video replay system and does not have to spend time trying to determine ‘

the identity and preferences of every possible viewer of the content since only a very

small subset ofviewers watch content on a particular video replay system.

In the described embodiment, the device containing the dynamic ad placement

engine is not necessarily always in communication with an initial source of ads. For

example, an ad source might communicate with a video replay system periodically, such

as once a day or several times a week, either at a set time or in response to an instruction

or query, to obtain information about ads that may be displayed on the device.

Additionally, in the described embodiment, a dynamic ad placement engine

knows about the current context of the system before an ad request is received. In the

described embodiment, the ad selection process is “decoupled” from the ad content

delivery process. Various software applications in the video replay system can determine

at which times and under which circumstances they desire to display ads. The

applications do not necessarily rely on whether the user has changed the content being

viewed to determine when to request and display ads. This system is CPU-efficient and

allows ads to be evaluated “at leisure” before they are served.

The described embodiments of the present invention do not select ads for

placement at the time that the user selects his viewing content. Instead, the described

embodiment of the present invention allows the user to select content as a separate

function. Ad selection is not performed at the time of user content selection, but instead,

is asynchronous to the user’s actions in selecting programming to watch. Thus, the ad

selection engine gains evaluation time to make a more informed decision about which ad

should be displayed next by the Video replay system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1(a) is a block diagram of a video replay system that can include ad

placement software in accordance with the present invention.
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